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The Happy Tree
by Shelly Pagliai

This makes a 12" finished block. 
I recommend that you read through all the instructions before 
beginning.

I’m not giving yardage for this block, as it is made from scraps. 
Just cut from your scraps the pieces you need.

You can use either the fusible or needle-turn method of 
applique for this block. The pieces don’t need to be reversed, 
but if you choose the needle-turn method, you will need to 
add seam allowance.

INSTRUCTIONS
For the applique background, you’ll need a “sky” fabric, and a “ground” fabric. 

From your sky fabric, cut a 10" x 13 1/2" piece.
From your ground fabric, cut a 4" x 13 1/2" piece.

Sew the sky to the gound along one long edge, pressing the seam toward the ground.

Using the templates provided, cut your pieces from scraps in the colors of your choice. 

You will need ONE tree trunk, and 40 leaves.

Applique the tree trunk onto the background block first, then arrange the leaves to suit 
yourself and stitch or fuse them down.

If you need more leaves, then just add more; if you want less leaves, then leave some off. It’s 
completely up to you to make your tree how you want it.

When you’re all finished with the applique, press the piece gently from the back side and 
trim it to 12 1/2" x 12 1/2". You’re all finished and can put your block into any project you 
choose!

This block was designed as part of Kim’s Home Sweet Home Quilt-Along, sponsored on her 
blog: http://www.kimscraftyapple.blogspot.com/p/home-sweet-home-quilt-along.html

The online tutorial for this block can be found here:
http://prairiemoonquilts.wordpress.com/category/tutorials/
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When printing out the pattern, make sure that 
the line above measures 1" long to ensure 
that you have it printed the correct size. If it 
doesn’t, then enlarge or reduce accordingly.


